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Just one or two points for now in the absence of our usual meetings

 

Firstly, I hope that all is well with you all during these disturbing times and that you are managing to breed and rear

some excellent fish this season.

 1.      Our next meeting is due to be the Baby Fish table show, where we have had over 70 exhibits in the

past few years. Unfortunately, this cannot be confirmed either way at the time of writing, but all members

will be informed as to what arrangements have been made, if any, nearer the time.

 2.      Well all I can say for now is good luck with your own breeding programmes and in view of the lack of

meetings ahead please think about jotting down a few notes on you fish keeping that might be of interest

to the rest of the membership that can then be put into a future Newsletter as Members’ Diaries.

3.      This newsletter has been put together and edited by Grahame Draper and Jackie Pedley as guest

editors for this issue and all thanks to their enormous efforts in temporarily stepping into June’s shoes.

Volunteers to keep this going are needed for future issues!!!

 

Best of luck to you all and keep safe,

AMGK Chairman’s 
Report – Phil Riley

You can pay membership fees and any pre-arranged purchases made

through the club, directly to the club Bank Account .

Account Number 03585387

 Sort Code 09-01-50

Or Contact Me on 01604 451515

AMGK Treasurer 
 Gary Malpas



Having lost June Pons after many years of excellent work in editing our newsletter,

this edition has been courageously put together, after many hours of hard work, by

Grahame Draper and Jackie Pedley as ‘guest editors’ for this issue. All thanks to

their enormous efforts in temporarily stepping into June’s shoes!! 

Volunteers to keep this going are needed for future issues!!! 

 

Having seen the work required to put together this issue using a computer

programme called Canva.com, I think that most of you will agree that this has

been well worth the effort especially as members are currently unable to meet in

person at one of our usually well attended meetings. Whilst we have our Facebook

page and YouTube facility, it’s still very helpful to all members and visitors to our

web site to have an edited written permanent record of our hobby.

 

Thanks have to go to Keith Mullin, Ian Mildon and Mick Smith for sharing their

thoughts and successes with us in this issue, that also includes a short obituary to

Brian Bates , who passed away in May after a long illness, with a reminder of some

of the written articles produced by Brian after a long interest in the Goldfish

hobby. I hope that members find this issue of interest that will, in due course, be

included on our Web site.

 

My thanks go to Grahame and Jackie for producing this edition without the greatly

missed help from June.

Canva
Account

&
templates
setup by

June
Pons
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We started the year full of good intentions at the Nationwide: Delegates Meeting held in early February 2020 with an

agreed programme for training new judges, a review of the current Nationwide: Standards

 together with an early draft of a proposed standard for the ‘Telescope Butterfly’ and agreement and allocation of

responsibilities to stage the seventh Nationwide: National Open Show scheduled for October 2020. Within

a month the dreadful pandemic known as Covid-19 hit our shores and at the time of writing 12/06/2020 had claimed

over 46,000 lives and made many more seriously ill. Taking the lead from the Government AMGK postponed its annual

Open Show until the end of June 2021 in the hope that restrictions would be eased by then and, hopefully, a cure or

simple treatment or vaccine for the virus will be in place.

JUDGES’ TRAINING

I can report that at the last AMGK meeting most of the potential new judges willing to undertake a course of training

were unofficially put through their paces with fish brought to the meeting (Bristol Shubunkins and Fantails). Trainees

were asked to put the 10 or so Bristol Shubunkins in order of merit and all of them placed the top two and worse fish

in the agreed correct order, selected by the qualified judges. All bodes well for the future and hopefully in a couple

of years or so, depending how many and how soon we can have our National Open Shows again we should have a

few more judges to help shorten the judging time and ease the burden on the existing judges on the day.

FISH BREEDING

Although we have reports of some successful goldfish breeding so far these year, it appears that not all

varieties, recognised by Nationwide: have been bred in 2020. Some of these are, by the listings shown on the

Nationwide: web site, extremely rare and need to be saved for the future of the hobby. We ask that all breeders

inform their Nationwide: delegates of what fish have been successfully bred this year so that a more accurate

assessment can be made of the status of each recognised Standard Variety to inform the 2021 breeding programme.

Identification of each breeder’s stock is important as a first step, but as the Nationwide:

Show secretary has often reported ,only the successful breeding and showing of each variety will give a true picture

of where we all are in the hobby.

NATIONAL FANCY GOLDFISH OPEN SHOW 

Although the usual venue for this show in October is still reserved, we will be sending out more information and

clarification when the situation regarding Covin-19 becomes clearer. There are two main questions that are

of concern and relate to the logistics of having a show with 2.0m restrictions and enough volunteers fit enough to

physically stage the show and run and judge it.( we had 19 volunteers last year working the night before the show and

many more helping to pulling the show down and cleaning up after the show’s end. A final decision will be made

towards the end of August.

A few notes by Pat Davies, Chairman

Nationwide: Goldfish Societies UK



Breeding Calico Veil Tails – First Time ….

By Keith Mullin

On the AMGK Facebook page I have posted some videos and pictures of my first attempt to breed calico
Veils and here is some background on my journey to date.

Over 25 years ago when I last kept goldfish I always had a couple of calico Veils (used to buy the cheaper
single anal fish from Tommy Sutton) and they have always been a favourite of mine.

When I came back into the hobby in 2018 I was planning and building my polytunnel for Ranchu, but
whilst constructing it Brian Young (BY) offered me a “net full” of week old calico Veil fry (were circa 40
in total) which of course I took as it gave me the chance to raise and grow them on.

 I ended up with a handful of quite reasonable quality fish however, looking at them grow on and the
faults I saw during the selection process, and other calico Veils on the show bench that year I thought
that I might try a project to improve some aspects of the stock I had – principally the pale (almost white)
blue colouring, curled pectoral fins, large percentage of twisted heads.

After reading almost every article I could find (some dating back decades) I decided that I would try an
outcross to either a Demekin, long finned broadtail Ryukin or Butterfly assuming I could find suitable
calico fish. 

Under 1 month old

2 months old 2 months old



Not long after I found some Demekin’s at a local Maidenhead Aquatics, took the best four and
after a couple of months in quarantine and growing well I soon decided that though the tails were
nicely squared they were just too short to use for this project.

Later during the winter an online seller was advertising some nice looking calico Butterfly’s so I
took the plunge and ordered four. Unfortunately I do not think that shipping fish across the world
into Europe, then to the UK and across the UK during December is advisable, and as soon as I got
them (water temperature 4C) they went down with white spot and a selection of afflictions during
their period of quarantine. They took several months to get straight and unfortunately two did
not survive the process.

This all rather knocked my enthusiasm for the project and I disposed of the Demekins at the
Bristol Show auction (2019) and Jackie Pedley took the Butterfly’s, but I did bench the adult Veils
in a couple of shows where they managed some placings highlighting merit in the fish although I
had no specific plans to breed them.

At the 2019 Jinchu Kai Autumn Ranchu Show, talking to John Parker (JP) he mentioned he had a
very late spawning of calico Veils and offered me a group of the culls.

Though not quite the variety outcross project, this gave me something different to work on as
though I have no doubt the two lines of fish are strongly related with Tony Roberts, Derek Mills
and other well know calico Veil breeders fish appearing in their backgrounds, they would have
been quite a separate sub line for some time.

On receiving the fish I found that I had quite a motley crew of small, mainly poorly coloured fish,
some with twists to their heads, but very high erect dorsals and excellent long straight pectoral
fins.

John assured me the parents were much better fish – they would need to be !

These were grown on over the winter under gentle heat to try and get them to a reasonable size
for the 2020 breeding season and large enough to sex and select from.

Below are the brood fish I had available across the two lines in the spring of this year :-

Adult females 2018 bred (BY)



2019 Female (JP) – great dorsal

Males (JP) – calico, mock metallic and  pseudo-matt …..



2020  Youngsters hatched 9 April



I was hoping to have a full set of breeding options available, but, it was soon evident that the JP

females would be too small to throw many eggs and two of the three had extremely twisted
heads and I could not use them. Given my BY females were brightly coloured, well grown and full

of eggs I decided that the best solution would be a flock spawning between them and the nine
small males.

With the mixture of colour/scale types this was clearly a spin of the roulette wheel, however, the

sole objective was to get the largest spawn possible and to cull very hard for the features I desire
to see – large fish, straight and deep bodies, brightly coloured, high dorsals, straight pectoral fins

– mission impossible ! The males are an extremely keen group and with minimal conditioning
they spawned very quickly in early April producing in excess of 4000 fry. 

One of the challenges when you don’t know a line is how the colours will develop and as I had
never bred calico fish before I think that initially I kept too many fry, but as they were not

growing as quickly as my Ranchu fry usually do, I then got seriously to work on numbers.

This got the growth rate up which made the selection process easier and I have about 40 fish
now and probably 30 of these are showing real colour potential with blue and red coming

through and hopefully the other key characteristics are developing well.  It will be interesting to
see how the colours change over time and will be an important part of the learning process.

The fish are being raised in 6ft x 4ft x 1ft ponds like the Ranchu with no filtration and pond

changes to clean water every 4 days, so that may also influence the development process –
hopefully no head growth !

The young fish are now 2 months old and a number of them are showing quite a lot of promise
but it is early days, hopefully the pictures below show some of this.



The veiltail goldfish is considered by Hobbyists and Breeders generally to be the most difficult of all of

the many varieties of goldfish to be produced in accordance with official standards in both the UK

and USA. Judging can prove to be very hard and to illustrate the problems the following requirements

are extracted from official Nationwide standards used in the UK today.

All veiltails tabled for judging must first conform to a “Type Test” basically as

follows.

- The depth related to the length of the body

- Caudal fin to be divided, held below the horizontal with the trailing edges having no fork or pointed

lobes

- Dorsal to be single with all other fins paired, the latter to have no pointed ends

- Minimum body length 2.5 inches

Then there is a system of points awarded for the following five main features which are themselves

broken down into smaller aspects. Each main feature is allocated a total of 20 points, making a

grand total of 100 points possible. 

1. Body

- depth to length ratio

- dorsal ventral and lateral contours

- eyes and mouth

2. Fins

- Shape and size of Dorsal, Caudal and other fins

3. Colour for several types of scaled fish.

- Self. a single colour on shiny metallic type (reflective) scales.

- Variegated, a mixture of colours on reflective scales

- Calico, a single or mixture of colours on non-reflective scales

Colours may be red, orange, yellow, blue, brown or black with the addition of white on the variegated

as well as white and violet on the calico.

4. Condition and Deportment This relates to the general health of the fish as well as how it holds

itself and swims in the water.

5. Special characteristics Points are awarded on the individual development of the caudal and dorsal

fins.

JUDGING THE VEILTAIL GOLDFISH

by



The following pictures are a selection of my own fish showing typical faults seen on the show bench.

One of the main problems not shown is a forked caudal, it does appear often on the bench.

Fig.1 A good quality fish, winner of its class at an open show

Fig.2 A nice Metallic veil. Has a folded dorsal and twisted pectorals



Fig. 3 A slim “pointed” body and folded pectorals

Your paragraph text
Fig. 4 Poor colour, better to have a variety of colours with a base of

blue although a single intensive coloured calico is admissible.



Fig. 5 Serrated edge to dorsal, Orange rather than red, small caudal

Fig. 6 Poor colour overall, damaged front ray of dorsal.



A GOLDFISH JUDGE'S VIEW

by 

                 Why does anybody take on the task of being a goldfish judge? There are many answers

to this question and individual judges will have their own reasons. The most common and basic is a

very deep interest in one or more varieties of fish, perhaps those they have bred and then applied

the required standards in their programme of culling and final selection.

                 Judging necessitates a very close examination of individual fish and it is true that the more

closely you look at fish the more you learn. Also true is that discussion with other judges considerably

deepens not only ones’ knowledge but also the understanding the many aspects of the different

classes of fish and the relevant standards. Judging can also bring to ones’ attention some absolutely

outstanding specimens that etch themselves on ones’ memory.

  

                 The precedents and practices of judging fish came about in the 18th Century when a group

of farmers set about improving livestock and their pedigrees. This led to setting of standards and

subsequently the development of shows with appropriate systems for scoring individual entries. This

stringent system was adopted in the Western World and its basis is used today, while that used in the

East different and is arguably quite subjective and philosophical. The Oriental system leads to a freer

system of evaluation where one parameter is poor but can be counter balanced by another stronger

feature. Also in the West it is normal for both side and dorsal plan views in small rectangular aquaria

to be considered but in the East the fish are exhibited in shallow round bowls and judged from above.

To become a judge today an incumbent has to go through periods of learning and assessments,

similar to a two or three year apprenticeship, during which they operate with and under the guidance

of experienced judges. They cover as large a range of goldfish as possible and learn to be able to

operate independently and with confidence.

                  Soon the trainee judge will, learn to be a good listener, a little experience will generate

good questioning techniques and finally diplomatic skills are gained to help interface with show

organisers, exhibitors and the public. A further feature is the difference in the stringent but fair

judging at major shows compared to the easier approach taken at, say, table shows where

conformance to standards might be relaxed by agreement with the show organisers. To prove

competence a trainee would be asked to independently judge several classes at a top event such as

our AMGK Open Show. Knowledge of show organisation and the requirements of the show secretary,

familiarity of type test, use of standards and the relevant pointing approach would need to be

demonstrated. The competency task might seem daunting but in reality qualified judges and the show

organisers give as much help and encouragement as is needed to the trainee during the whole

experience.

Judging at the National Open Show



The essential qualities of a good judge include, but are not limited to the following:- 

1. Familiarity of the problems of keeping, breeding, selection and presenting goldfish.

2. Familiarity of the standards to be used at the show in question and experience in their

use. Nationwide standards are used by AMGK.

3. To be able to point individual exhibits positively and objectively and to apply skilled

judgement in separating places where numbers of points awarded are close.

4. To be able to concentrate even under considerable difficulties, mainly noise.

5. To win and retain the respect of show officials, fellow judges and exhibitors

6. To be prepared to accept criticism, both reasonable and unreasonable from forthright

exhibitors

The AMGK and most other goldfish societies have undertaken the training of many judges

over the years during which time standards and pointing systems have evolved and been

modified. Also, standards for a number of new varieties of fish have been introduced and

others will no doubt follow. The judge must keep abreast of these changes and proposals as

the standards grow and move with the times.

On a personal note, I have learnt so much more about breeding, keeping and showing

goldfish than if I had remained just a normal member, and I keep on learning in my dotage. I

have had a great deal of pleasure judging and working with fellow judges at shows, pointing

the exhibits and deciding the placings. I would thoroughly recommend to anybody who is

serious about our hobby that they should consider undertaking the training programme and

then to become an active judge. It is in my opinion a most enjoyable experience which can

continue over very many years.

Nb. This article is based on my own experiences combined with information from “Goldfish Breeding” by Joseph

Smart and James Blundell

Nationwide: Goldfish Standards 

of the United Kingdom

Available  in Hard Copy from  myself

"Gary Malpas"

01604 451515

www.amgk.com

Or Electronically

@



BABY FISH
2020

 

June Kemp - Calico Butterfly Tail  
Telescopes 1 month old.

Rebecca Wilson - Lion Chu's 
4 months old

Jackie Pedley - Calico Butterfly Tail
Telescopes 6 weeks old

Keith Mullin - 
Calico Veil Tails 

2 Months Old

Brian Young - Metallic Veil Tails 
4 Months Old



Brian Bates – Champion Goldfish Breeder

As most of you will already know from an earlier announcement, it is with sadness that we
note the passing of one of our members, Brian Bates on 22nd May 2020. Although Brian was
not a regular attendee at our Society meetings, when ill health allowed, he made every effort
to attend and show his fish at at least one of the annual shows throughout the UK until the
last year of his life.

Brian, generally recognised as a quite man at meetings and open shows, but a keeper and
breeder of some of the highest quality goldfish varieties in the country. He possessed a
highly competitive streak with rarely missing a place card in whatever class he entered.
Successes, in Calico and Metallic Broadtail Orandas, Metallic and Calico Fantails, Lemon
Common Goldfish, Bristol and London Shubunkins over a thirty five year plus career in the
hobby could have filled many a trophy cabinet!

Over his long life, Brian excelled in other hobbies before he came into the Goldfish hobby
full time. Early years saw him take up pigeon breeding and racing, and with the help of his
wife Avril, who often took on the important job of taking the birds to their release site,
clocking up many a mile in the process, become a well-known Champion within the pigeon
Fanciers fraternity.
A keen angler, Brian also won many a trophy as part of a team and individually in Match
fishing competitions around the country. On my last visit to his home, I was shown a very
large collection of awards in his ‘Trophy Room’ as testament to his prowess in all the hobbies
that took his attention.

His generosity to our Society (AMGK), when he realised that his active days in the goldfish
hobby were at an end, will always be remembered by the membership. His gifting of many
items related to fish and pond keeping, to raise money for the society, were most welcome
and have now found a new home within the wider membership for years to come. The last
two pairs of London shubunkins bred by Brian were sold at auction at our last Open Show to
a member of the NGPS and went on to produce youngsters of very high quality that are the
start of carrying on the line started by Brian.

Our condolences go to Brian’s wife Avril, who has supported him so well in his final years,
and also to the family. 



For many years I used wild gathered daphnia which I would pass through a sieve to
wean young fish off newly hatched brine shrimp and used the daphnia which did
not pass the flour sieve to feed the adult fish in the outside ponds.

However in 2011 I experienced my worst breeding season ever. I concluded that I
had introduced pathogens (a bacterium, virus, or other microorganism that can
cause disease) with the wild gathered daphnia into the fry tanks. Therefore from
2012 I manage to rear my young fish without them ever seeing live daphnia.

Having fed the adult daphnia to the pond fish I assume I also introduced leaches
into the ponds because I concluded where else could they have come from? These
leaches were removed from the outside ponds in 2012 and have never reappeared
since.

I also assume that I introduced fresh water shrimps into the fry tanks filter
system along with the sieved daphnia and they are still present in the filter box
today, even though I have tried to get rid of them! However they seem to do no
harm.

Up until this year the fry were fed newly hatched brine shrimp a little longer than
when the sieved wild gathered daphnia was used but I have been able to reduce
this down from 25 to 20 days because of the availability of small frozen daphnia
supplied by ALFA FISH FOODS.

My local A5 Aquatics sell 12 packs for £20. The young fish are also fed on frozen
bloodworm, which is to remove any pathogens, also crushed Tetra Goldfish
Flakes, soaked and crushed Hikari Gold Mini Pellets and last year I started to
feed the young fish at six weeks onwards with Vitalis Goldfish 1.5mm pellets.

I have never felt the need to get involved in the culture of any form of live food
except newly hatched brine shrimp.

WILD GATHERED DAPHNIA

MY NEWLEY HATCHED BRINESHRIMP CULTURE

It is best to adopt at least a 32 hour cycle, 3 jars are needed for this. I use 6LB glass sweet jars and add 6 teaspoons of
cooking salt in each jar. Only 1 heaped TSP of brine shrimp eggs are added in each jar for maximum hatch results. I place
the 3 jars in a 2ft tank and heat the surrounding water to 80 degrees F, with strong aeration in each jar.

After at least 32 hours the air line is removed to let the hatched brine shrimp settle to the bottom of the jars. I use an air
line tube to siphon the shrimp into a net lined with a white handkerchief.

As a reminder of Brian's contribution to the hobby we have selected a number of

articles by Brian Bates himself that were previously published in the Goldfish

Standard .



After a high in 2012 came a low in 2015 when my first choice Bristol Shubunkin fry were lost to gill flukes
even though the adult fish were treated with Sterazin. I assume the Sterazin was out of date but the date on the
container stated otherwise.

I now prefer to use Fluke Solve which also eradicates worms. The recommended dose is 1g (plastic measure provided)
to 55 gallons of water. The white powder is well mixed with the tank water before use.

Fluke Solve can be obtained by telephone order on 01962 844316 from Vetark Professional

PREPARATIONS FOR EARLY SPAWNING
These notes are intended for new members with limited

experience, who wish to breed from their fish for the first time.

Bring the fish indoors if they are in outside ponds, with the female and male in separate tanks.
Slowly increase the tank water temperature to 18°C - 65°F. With the increase in temperature the fish will eat more
and should be fed twice a day with soaked high protein pellets, such as HIKARI GOLD MINI PELLETS, frozen adult
brine shrimp and frozen bloodworm. It is important that any frozen food used is pathogen(anything that can
produce disease) free.
At the end of March the selected parents are put together in a tank containing new fresh water which is treated
with STRESS COAT .
A temperature of 18°C - 65°F is ideal for spawning.
At least two males to one female is best to try and obtain a high fertility of the eggs produced. The preferred age to
breed from females is at two or three years old. However, most males are capable of assessing spawning at one
year old. It is recommended that the breeders are treated with FLUKE SOLVE three weeks before pairing and the
treatment repeated again after five days. Each treatment is 1g of the white powder to 55 gallons of tank water.
FLUKE SOLVE can be obtained from VETARK PROFESSIONAL on 01962 844316.
White fine cotton netting can be used as a spawning medium but I allow the eggs to fall on the clear tank bottom
i.e. NO GRAVEL.
Spawning may happen on the second or third day after they have been put together. I say may because a spawning
can never be guaranteed. If a spawning is not forthcoming after seven days, remove the female and males into
separate tanks and try again after two weeks.
Spawning continues for several hours, however, when it is felt that one or more fish are starting to lose interest and
may start eating the eggs, it is time to remove the parents to other tanks.
After spawning, the temperature of the tank containing the eggs should be increased to 24°C - 74°F.
The eggs should start to hatch after three days.
Start to feed the fry, when they are free swimming, twice a day with newly hatched brine shrimp for 18 days. Some
breeders prefer to feed their fry much longer than 18 days with brine shrimp but I prefer to start other foods, such
as finely crushed TETRA GOLDFISH FLAKES, soaked crushed HIKARI GOLD MINI
PELLETS, frozen adult brine shrimp and frozen bloodworm - making sure such food is small enough for the 18 days
old fry to eat.

IN EARLY FEBRUARY

After my disastrous breeding season in 2011, the 2012 breeding season was very good regardless of not feeding any live
sieved daphnia to the fry. At the 2012 GSGB Open Show my young Bristol Shubunkin and London Shubunkin were both
awarded 1st in the single breeders class.



Selecting fry to keep is carried out when necessary. I say when necessary because sometimes the fry are so
numerous it will be necessary to carry out selection at 18 days old.
 The tail contour of my Bristol Shubunkin, for example, can be predicted at 18 days old and is the main feature I
am looking for i.e. as near vertical as possible.
Other varieties will have other features to look for as required by Nationwide Standards.
The selected fry should be fed little and often, as much as they will eat, with the food previously listed.
 Depending on the size of the tank and the number of fry contained, it is important to maintain good water
quality as required. A 25% water change, with mature water treated with STRESS COAT, at the same temperature
as the fry tank, may be necessary every day. Alternatively a drip system can be used if the system includes an
overflow to drain.
Finally, an early spawning is an option, but I prefer to spawn my fish late APRIL or early MAY.

WHEN TO START SELECTION OF FRY

 7th of May 2017 Best London Shubunkin 7th May 2017 Best in Show Bristol Shubunkin

AMGK OPEN SHOW 2017 Best London
Shubunkin over 3"

AMGK OPEN SHOW 2017 Best Bristol
Shubunkin UNDER 3"

SOME OF BRIAN'S WINNING SHOW FISH



Contrary to the advice given by Tony Roberts at a recent goldfish meeting, regarding never feeding his fish bloodworm,
I have no problem feeding bloodworm providing it is stated to be sterilised by gamma irradiation. Otherwise I would
not risk feeding it to my fish.
My selected breeders are fed frozen, adult brine shrimp as part of their diet which I believe helps my fish improve
their condition for spawning. I no longer use chopped earthworms for this purpose.
I have had problems feeding wild gathered daphnia to my fish in the past, as explained in a previous article. Feeding
wild gathered daphnia is not without risk - apart from upsetting the land owner if permission is not given in advance!
Many experienced breeders have been guilty of overcrowding in the past and paid the price with fish not developing
properly and losing condition or worse fish dying.

After selecting the fry to keep it is recommended that no more than 5 fish are housed in a 3ft x 1ft (900mm x 300mm)
tank for the first 6 months to ensure their full potential development. When the fish are 3” (75mm) long this number
should be reduced to just 3 fish.
My breeding tanks are 6ft x 2ft (1800mm x 600mm) and therefore will support 20 fish for the first 6 months. Again
when the fish are 75mm long this number is reduced to 12 fish.
There is no need for the tank water to be more than 10” (250mm) deep. Goldfish will stop growing in a 3ft x 1ft tank for
years, only to start growing again when they are given more space, in a pond for example.
Good husbandry will include regular 25% water changes which includes syphoning fish excrement from the bottom of
the tank, which is replaced with mature water at the same temperature as the fry tank. New water should be
treated with stress coat. Aeration should always be provided. All my breeding tanks have a clear bottom i.e. no gravel.

To be successful breeding exhibition quality fish it is important to obtain the best genes available from the best breeders
of your chosen variety. Having said that, about 5 years ago I did spot a very good male London Shubunkin
for sale at a local outlet with deep blue and red, which I’m sure went on to enhance my line of London Shubunkin. But I
never found a good Bristol Shubunkin in this way.

I for one admit to this short coming but most of us learn from our own mistakes. Goldfish need a lot more space than
tropical fish. These notes are for those who are inspired to breed their own exhibition quality goldfish for the first time.
My advice is to just concentrate on one variety, particularly if tank space is limited. The varieties I have bred during my 33
years of breeding fish include calico and metallic Oranda, calico and metallic Fantails, lemon Goldfish, Bristol and
London Shubunkins. Finally only breeding Bristol and London Shubunkins.

"Many experienced breeders have been guilty of overcrowding in the
past and paid the price with fish not developing properly and losing
condition or worse dying."

OVERCROWDING -PAYING THE PRICE

Brian Bates (right) receiving his award from the then Chairman of the AMGK Patrick Davies in 2016  

AMGK open show 2016  Best London Shunbunkin over 3"  



I have been breeding veiltail and a few other varieties of goldfish in a small fish house with some success for many years

but had always had difficulty in growing the fish on quickly. The size of the tanks in both my fish house and a smaller

greenhouse was the main problem. Also a lot of labour was involved in keeping the environments in control especially water

quality. Ten years ago I divided my double length garage and converted the ten feet by ten feet end, it has a large

window. I then installed a double sink with a hot tap and mains cold water and left a small space for working on. A single

level “L” shaped bench held three 24”x!8”x15” second hand pet shop display tanks, two 40”x12”x8” and a small Laguna.

After some discussion with my wife I installed five 30”x15”x12” tanks in my six feet by six feet greenhouse. Don Smith from

Portsmouth had given me the tanks for my greenhouse when he retired from the hobby and had stopped breeding his

championship London Shubunkin. Most years I had too many of my young calico Veiltail or Fantail in each tank which limited

their rate of growth. Water management was always a problem I had to change most of the water every other day and it

was very labour intensive. I syphoned the water out and then refilled using a hosepipe, often I would be distracted and

forget the hosepipe was running and then I would find a flooded fish house. Of course the water board were quite

happy with my use of so much water once they had fitted a water meter.

Modifications to my Fish House in 2019

by  



A good friend of mine, Alan Minns, offered to help redesign my fish house in the garage. His idea was to increase water

surface area by having two rows of tanks, to plumb in a water supply with each tank having its own tap as well as a

removable vertical pipe through a bottom drain. This is to allow the water and any mulm to pass out into a common

drain eventually venting to the garden. The length of the removable pipe would set the water level in the tank as well as

acting as an overflow. The top row would be two 5’x18”x10” tanks and the bottom row would be three 3.3’x28”x8” In all

the number of two inch fish I could raise would be about one hundred. Alan built the tanks from second hand double

glazing glass, laminated in 3 layers except the front glass which was single from toughened 3/8” glass as used in shop

windows. Once the tanks had arrived, the benching was built, pluming done and electrics recited, and eventually the

tanks were slid into place, the whole was done in a day. The larger tanks were very heavy and it did take three of us to

lift them chest high onto the top staging after one brick at the end wall was ground down to allow the tank to slide in.

Alan’s dimensions were extremely good, the brick stuck out. The two tanks on the top row were very heavy and it took

three of us to lift it to chest level, about 4’, and to manoeuvre it side on to get it into place.

I used cavity wall insulation and external plastic cladding to provide about six inches of insulation in the garage roof

after getting heavy condensation with my old system This works well, the only condensation I have now is on the double

glazed window when the external temperature drops below about 5 degrees. The temperature of the water has

remained at about 22 degrees throughout the recent hot spell and I have had to use heaters to get the water

temperature high enough for spawning and growing on. My greenhouse has presented the normal summer time

problems so I am still water changing manually in there more often than I would like, but the fish house is a pleasure to

operate. Lastly I have fitted some cheap LED wall lights instead of the original fluorescent tubes in the fish house. There

is just 14 watts providing the same, if not more, light than the 90 watts did previously



After all of that I built a small pond at the rear of my green house so I could grow a few fish on in natural daylight, I have

seen it enhancement colour. It is surprising though just how quickly the colour improves but temporally because it seems

to revert if the fish is placed back indoors in artificial light.

I had some very good veil spawnings this spring starting in February 2020 with calicos. However, unlike other years using

the same parents, the outcome was mainly pseudo matts. Their configuration is very good but the colour is poor being

only yellow and black and definitely not show quality.

I also had a spawning of metallic veils that needed a lot of sorting out with single tails, single annuls and joined tails

making up nearly 150 from a total of 250. After further culling I am down to about 20 reasonable fish. I am waiting with

baited breath to see when and how they colour up.

On top of that my Bristol Shubunkin have spawned so I have plenty to do this year. In conclusion, I am enjoying using my

new set up, using less water and importantly less labour. The improvement in growth rate has yet to be proven, I did not

keep good records previously but time will tell and I am sure there will be a marked improvement especially now that I

can feed the fish more often with larger quantities of food and easier, more controlled water changes.

FOR SALE: 
Hidom Heaters 150w can 

be set at approx. 15C (50F )

Brand New un-opened. 

£6.50 each. Contact:

Liam Roberts on Mobile: 07935 187647 Great Barr, Birmingham.



Quality Bristol Shubunkins bred 2020 
From a Winning Top Show Line. 

Call Tony Roberts 0121 - 6057609 
Great Barr, Birmingham Area.

SALE
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A M G K  C L A S S I F I E D



I also had several sponge filters from an earlier date that stick on the glass, figure 2.Spounge filters are great for young fry
as they do not get sucked in and it also gives them a larder to browse on. 
As with most things these filters or the sponge has a limited life, all be it several years and the sponge either becomes
totally clogged or breaks up, Either way you are left with the plastic pipe work.
My original sponge filters in figure 2, have reached this stage. I also have had to dispose of a couple of my canister filters
as the outer insulation on the cable has split where it enters the motor unit making me several filters down. 
Do I run down to the shop and get replacements, No they are closed. I could order on line but I am not fully up and running
with purchases from the internet.
What can be done?
I looked around the garage and shed and I found several seed trays, figure3, plastic mesh, figure 4, a sheet of filter foam,
figure 5, plus some cable ties.

Clean, Oxygenated, cheap on Value to Ian’s Design 20 (as 2020)

COVID 20 Filter

A few years ago Dave Meaden said at one of our meetings that if you had a good air supply you should use a sponge filter
driven by the air supply instead of just an air stone, even if you have another type of internal or external filter. No brainer he
called it.
He introduced us to a sponge filter that sits on the bottom of the tank. See figure 1. He offered to purchase these via the
internet to those in attendance, I had five.

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2

FIGURE  3 FIGURE  4

The seed tray will sit across the top of most tanks, if it is a wide tank a garden cane or any suitable type of rod could be
secoured to either side of the seed tray to act as a bridge to sit across the tank.

Ian Mildon's Lockdown Filter Project 



To secure the uplift pipe from the old sponge filter to the side of the seed tray, drill a couple of holes in the side of the
seed tray and cable tie the uplift pipe into position, a spacer may be required to keep the uplift pipe vertical, figure 6.
Before doing this cut off the lugs that go into the rubber suckers and file the stub smooth this will make the uplift safer
for the fish.

Cut the plastic mesh to fit into the seed tray and layer to about ½ inch or 12mm this will give some where for bacteria
to grow, other media could be used. Cut filter foam to fit into seed tray, stand across top of tank and connect air
line, figure 7.

The only down side is this filter is not suitable for young fry. It is easy to clean, Just lift the foam out of the seed tray
and rinse. On starting the filter I realised that the water from the up lift pipe did not flow far enough onto the filter
foam. This was easily rectified by adding the tee piece from the filter pipe work to the outlet of the up lift pipe.

I also tested the flow rate, it took 45 seconds to fill a pint glass which equates to nearly 10 gallons a hour.

FIGURE  5 FIGURE  6

FIGURE 7

The piece of lead is only in position as the plastic mesh need to flatten out.





Adult Singletail

1 Common Goldfish Metallic
2 Comet  Metallic and Calico
3 Bristol Shubunkin Calico
4 London Shubunkin Calico

Adult Twintail

5 Fantail Metallic
6 Fantail Calico
7 Veiltail Metallic and Calico
8 Oranda Metallic and Calico
9 Moor 
10 Pearlscale Metallic and Calico
11 Lionhead Metallic and Calico
12 Ranchu Metallic and Calico
13 Bubble eye, Celestials, Pom Pons Metallic and Calico
14 A.O.V. Twintail Goldfish Metallic and Calico.   (With a standard)
15 A.V. Singletail and Twintail Goldfish Metallic and Calico.   (Without a standard)

Goldfish. Fish bred 2020

16 Bristol Shubunkin Calico
17 Fantail Metallic and Calico
18 Veiltail Metallic and Calico
19 Oranda Metallic and Calico
20 Moor
21 Lionhead Metallic and Calico
22 Ranchu Metallic and Calico
23 A.O.V. Singletail Goldfish Metallic and Calico
24 A.O.V. Twintail Goldfish Metallic and Calico
25 Any Variety. Without a standard Metallic and Calico           

Schedule of classes for the 2020 B.A.S. 
Virtual  open show closing date 31st August 2020 For a SHOW ENTRY

FORM and information please email Bob Jones at
r.a.jones@blueyonder.co.uk .

Due to the restrictions caused by COVID 19  Bristol Aquarists Society (BAS) will be

having a "Virtual Open Show" this year.  Bob Jones has kindly provided the schedule

and rules for members to enter this exciting departure from the norm.



RULES AND REGULATIONS

1 All entries will be free of charge.
  
2 Exhibits to be submitted in the form of short video clips with a separate clip
for each entry.
 Singletail entries. The clip to show both sides of the fish, and run for around 60
seconds.
 Twintail entries. The clip to show both sides, plus the top view, and run for
around 80 seconds.
 
3 It will be taken for granted that all Twintailed fish will have well developed
double anal fins.
 
4 All video clips to be filmed at any time during the month of August 2020.
5 Entries to be electronically submitted to the Show Secretary by August 31st.
Late entries will not be accepted. Entries will then be compiled into the relevant
classes and sent for judging. This will take place over the weekend of 5th-6th
September.

6 Prize cards will be awarded (1st-3rd) and sent out by post. Full show results
will be sent to all exhibitors and also published in the newsletter, with screen
shots of the winning fish.

7  The Judge’s decision shall be final in all cases. Judging to Nationwide
Standards.

8 All Exhibits must be bona fide property of the Exhibitor

9 The Committee reserve the right to limit the number of entries in each class,
should this be found necessary, or to amalgamate classes should they consider
it desirable.

10 Exhibits in classes 16 to 25 have been bred by the exhibitor in 2020

11 For an entry form and further information please email Bob Jones on
r.a.jones@blueyonder.co.uk



CHECK OUT
THE NEW
WEBSITE

nationwidegoldfishsocieties.uk





DUE TO THE CURRENT INFORMATION BEING GIVEN OUT BY

THE GOVERNMENT REGARDING THE CORONAVIRUS, THE

A.M.G.K.  HAS TAKEN THE DECISION THAT WE WILL BE

CANCEL OUR OPEN SHOW (SATURDAY 27TH JUNE) FOR 2020

Andrew Barton
Pat Davies
Phil Riley
Heather Carrier
Linda Malpas
Gary Malpas
Andrew Barton
Linda Malpas
Josh Hearne-Wilkins
Jackie Pedley
Grahame Draper

07770 411419
01952 504280
07961 240755
07549 526622
01604 451515
01604 451515
07770 411419
01604 451515
07896 756686
07752 752241
07889 128988

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
CHAIRMAN
VICE CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY
TREASURER
OPEN SHOW MANAGER
OPEN SHOW SECRETARY
TABLE SHOW MANAGER
SHOW CATERING MANAGER
WEBMASTER

OPEN DAY  CANCELLED DUE TO COVID 19
NEGS OPEN SHOW CANCELLED DUE TO COVID 19
BAS OPEN SHOW CANCELLED DUE TO COVID 19
NGPS OPEN SHOW  CANCELLED DUE TO COVID 19
NATIONAL FANCY GOLDFISH OPEN SHOW TBC
FBAS FESTIVAL OF FISHKEEPING WEEKEND TBC

SUNDAY 26TH JULY
JULY - X
SUNDAY 6TH SEPTEMBER
SATURDAY 19TH SEPTEMBER
SATURDAY 3RD OCTOBER
OCTOBER-TO BE CONFIRMED

OTHER DATES TBC IN 2020

DIARY DATES FOR 2020

DATES FOR MEETINGS AT BINLEY HALL -  STARTING AT 1PM

YOUR COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR 2020

SUNDAY 23RD AUGUST
SUNDAY 18TH OCTOBER
SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY FISH TABLE SHOW (BRED 2020) AND SPEAKER  TBC
AGM AND PRESENTATION OF AWARDS TBC
BRISTOL AQUARISTS' SOCIETY Virtual Video Show (Closing date 31.8.20)


